The I-T-S group of institutions organized social activity by the UTTHAN LAB in Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad campus on 24th April, 2013. It started up with the motivational speech of Prof. Vijesh Jain and Mr. V.K. Saxena. He told students some inspirational stories. He emphasized the importance of hard working and moral values.

The First class of English was taken by Kanika Khanna.

Second class was taken by Prajwal Choudhary on Hygiene. He explained the importance of protein in the body and the sources of the protein.

Third class was taken by Khalida Fatima and Sakshi Sandilya of computers and they taught them drawing on MS paint.

At last a Dance competition was organized. The winners of the competition were following:

First Prize : Rehman, SLCMH School, Ghaziabad

Second Prize : Naitik, Vijay Public School, Ghaziabad

Third Prize : Shivani , Kailashwati Inter College, Ghaziabad

All the students who participated were given prizes as Token of Appreciation. At last chocolate, pens and other prizes were distributed to all the students.